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A knotted dogbone space is a dogbone space in which each handle of each solid double tori 
used in defining the decomposition is nontrivially knotted. We prove that for some points p of 
the resulting decomposition space, p does not have arbitrarily small simply connected open 
neighborhoods. 
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1. Introduction 
The dogbone decomposition described in [4] is an example of a point-like, or 
cellular, decomposition of euclidean 3-dimensional space E3 whose decomposition 
space is topologically distinct from E3. The main result of [4] is that decompositions 
satisfying the general conditions of [4] are nonshrinkable. We shall call such 
decompositions dogbone decompositions, and their associated decomposition spaces 
dogbone spaces. Thus by the results of [4], each dogbone space is topologically 
distinct from E3. 
The local properties of dogbone spaces are of interest. It was shown by Lambert 
[8] that in a dogbone space, not every point has arbitrarily small neighborhoods 
bounded by topological 2-spheres. 
It is well known that every dogbone space is locally simply connected [3, 6, 71. 
In fact, each dogbone space is an ANR [ 1,6]. In this paper we shall study a property 
stronger than local simple connectivity. 
A topological space X is strongly locally simply connected if and only if each point 
of X has arbitrarily small simply connected open neighborhoods. This is a natural 
condition to consider since each manifold is SLSC at each of its points. One 
advantage of this approach as compared to determining shrinkability is that it gives 
additional local topological information. 
In this paper, we show that each space of another class of dogbone spaces fails 
to be strongly locally simply connected. These spaces are obtained by requiring 
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that each upper loop and each lower loop, at every stage of the construction, be 
nontrivially knotted. We call such spaces knotted dogbone spaces. The main result 
of this paper is that each knotted dogbone space fails to be strongly locally simply 
connected. 
2. Description of the decomposition 
Let To be a polyhedral solid double torus in E3 as shown in Fig. 1. Let T, , T2, 
T3, and T4 be four mutually disjoint polyhedral solid double tori in Int T,, obtained 
by thickening slightly the four graphs shown in Fig. 1. Note that for any two of 
these graphs, the upper loops are linked, as are the lower loops. 
There are two disjoint polyhedral 3-cells B0 and C, in Int T,, as indicated in Fig. 
1, B0 containing the upper loops of the graphs mentioned above, and C, containing 
the lower loops of those graphs. We make the construction so that for each i, T, n B0 
is a solid torus and Ti n C, is a solid tori. We call these solid tori the upper and 
lower handles, respectively, of T. 
Suppose i = 1,2,3, or 4. In r, we construct four mutually disjoint polyhedral 
solid tori T,, Ti2, rTi3, and z4. These are related to x as T,, T2, T3, and T4 are 
related to T,,. We also construct two disjoint polyhedral 3-cells Bi and Ci in Int Ti, 
These are related to T, and the Kj as &, and C, are related to T,, and the Tk. 
Additionally, we shall require that for each i, Bi c Int B0 and C, c Int C,. We may 
define upper and lower handles of the Tj. 
In an analogous manner, we define solid tori Tjk and 3-cells B, and C,. We 
require that for each i and j, B, c Int Bi and C, c Int Ci. By an index we shall mean 
either 0 or a finite string of integers, each either 1, 2, 3, or 4. 0 is the only stage 0 
index, and if n > 0, the stage n indexes are those of exactly n symbols. If n > 0, (Y 
is a stage n index, and i = 1,2,3, or 4, then czi is the stage (n + 1) index whose first 
n places agree with those of cr and whose (n + 1)st place is i. If (Y = 0, then (Yi = i. 
Suppose cx is an index and T, is defined. Then we construct four mutually disjoint 
polyhedral solid tori T,, , Ta2, Ta3, and Ta4 in Int T,. These are related to T, as 
T, , T2, T3, and T4 are related to To. We also construct two disjoint polyhedral 
3-cells B, and C, in Int T,. These are related to T, as B, and C, are related to T, 
and T, , T2, T3, and T4. We may define upper and lower handles of the Tai. We 
shall require that for each i, Bei c Int B, and Cai c Int C,. See Fig. 2. 
Thus for each n, we may define solid double tori and 3-cells of the nth stage 
satisfying conditions indicated above. 
Let A=ny=, (U{T oI : (Y is a stage n index}). Then A is a compact set in E3. Let 
G be the decomposition of E3 consisting of the components of A, together with 
singleton subsets of E3 -A. 
Since A is compact, it follows that G is upper semicontinuous. It is easily verified 
that each element of G is cellular. 
G is a dogbone decomposition of E3 and the associated decomposition space E’/ G 
is a dogbone space. We let cp: E3-+ E3/G denote the projection map. 
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Fig. 1. Fig. 2. 
Now we shall describe the dogbone spaces to be studied in this paper. We shall 
say that a solid torus T in E3 is knotted if and only if some core of T is nontrivially 
knotted. 
In this paper, we assume that for each index (Y, both the upper handle of T, and 
the lower handle of T, are knotted. 
In his paper [4] on dogbone spaces, Bing concentrates on a particular dogbone 
decomposition, one whose nondegenerate elements are tame arcs. However, the 
results of [4] are valid for all dogbone decompositions and spaces as we have defined 
them. In particular, they hold for knotted dogbone decompositions and spaces. 
3. A lemma of Bing’s 
For each index (Y, we have described T, as obtained by thickening a certain graph 
which is the union of two disjoint polygonal simple closed curves and an arc. 
Sometimes it is convenient to think of T, as a regular neighborhood of a Fig. 8. In 
each T,, we select one such polygonal Fig. 8, and call it the core of T,. We may 
assume that B, is above C,, that one loop of the core of T, intersects B, but not 
C,, and the other loop intersects C, but not B,. We call the upper loop of the core 
the one intersecting B,, and the lower loop of the core the other. 
Suppose (Y is an index and J is a polygonal simple closed curve in E3. Then J 
links the upper handle of T, if and only if 
(1) J and T, are disjoint, and 
(2) J and the upper loop of the core of T, are linked (over the integers). 
J links the lower handle of T, if and only if 
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(1) J and T, are disjoint and 
(2) J and the lower loop of the core of T, are linked (over the integers). 
The discs D and E are as indicated in Fig. 1. In this paper, we use linking over 
the integers. 
In [4], Bing proved the following result. Suppose h : To+ To is a homeomorphism 
such that h 1 Bd To = id. Then there is an element g of G such that g intersects both 
h-‘(D) and h-‘(E). 
The arguments of [4], in fact, establish the following result. 
Lemma 1 (Bing). Suppose a is any index, and D, and E, are polyhedral discs in E3 
such that Bd D, links the upper handle of T, and Bd E, links the lower handle of T,. 
Then there is some element g of G in T, such that g intersects both D, and E,. 
4. Singular discs 
Let Ai be some fixed 2-simplex in the euclidean plane E2. Suppose W3 is a 
triangulated 3-manifold. The statement that A is a polyhedral singular disc in W3 
means that A is the image of Ai under a PL map f: Ai+ W3 such that 
(1) f IBd A;: Bd Ai+f(Bd A:) is a homeomorphism, and 
(2) locally f is a homeomorphism. 
Any such PL map f: Ai+ W3 with f(Ai) = A is a defining map for A. We define the 
boundary of A, Bd A, to be f(Bd A:). Note that Bd A is a polygonal simple closed 
curve. 
Suppose W3 is a triangulated 3-manifold without boundary, A is a polyhedral 
singular disc in W3, and f: Ai+ W3 is a defining map for A. Suppose that M2 is a 
polyhedral closed 2-manifold in W3, Bd A is disjoint from M2, and A and M2 are 
in relative general position. 
Under the conditions stated above, each component off ‘( M2) is a simple closed 
curve. The statement that y is a curve of intersection of A with M2 means that for 
some component y,, of f’(M’), y = f( yO). Such curves of intersection are loops on 
M2. 
Suppose y is a curve of intersection of A with M*, and y0 is the component of 
f’(M*) such that y = f( y,,). Then y - 0 on M2, or y is trivial on M2, if and only 
if f 1 yO: yO+ M* is homotopic to 0 on M2. 
5. Pseudocores of T, 
Suppose CY is an index. Recall that we have selected a certain polygonal Fig. 8 
in T, as the core of T,. The core of T, has an upper loop and a lower loop. Let 
A, be the core of T, with upper loop AL and lower loop A,. 
Suppose (Y = pi. Let Tz = T, u C,, and let T, = T, u BP. Note that Tz and T, 
are solid tori. Ti = TO u C and T, = T,u B where B and C are shown in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3. 
Fig. 4. 
The statement that L, is a pseudocore of T, means that L, is the image of A, 
under a PL map f: A, + T, such that 
(1) j-1 Ad: Af;+ TL is nontrivial in Tz and 
(2) fl Ai : Ai + T, is nontrivial in T,. 
We call f(Az) the upper loop of L and denote it by L+, and f(A a) the lower loop 
of L, and denote it by L,. 
The following lemma provides a major step in our proof that knotted dogbone 
spaces are not strongly locally simply connected. 
If G is an upper semicontinuous decomposition of E3 and M c E3, then M is 
saturated if and only if M is a union of elements of G. 
Lemma 2. Suppose n is a positive integer and i, i2 . . . i,_,i, is an index. Suppose U is 
a simply connected saturated open set in E’, and U contains a pseudocore of Ti,...in_,im. 
Then U contains a pseudocore of T&...i,,_, (TO if n = 1). 
We shall prove Lemma 2 in Section 7. In this and the next section, we shall 
develop some preliminary results for the proof of Lemma 2. 
It may be worthwhile to recall certain facts about the construction of cores of 
the T,‘s. Suppose Q is an index, and A,, A*, A3, and A4 are the four arcs in T, 
shown in Fig. 4. Suppose that i, j, and k are any three distinct ones of 1, 2, 3, and 
4. Then in any neighborhood of Ai u A, u A k, there is a core of T,. To see this, 
shrink an appropriate one of Ai, A,, and Ak to a point. 
Suppose T is a polyhedral solid torus in E3. A loop y on Bd T is meridional on 
Bd T if and only if y + 0 on Bd T but y - 0 in T. A loop on Bd T is longitudinal 
on Bd T if and only if y + 0 in T. 
Suppose M3 is a compact polyhedral 3-manifold-with-boundary in E3, A is a 
polyhedral singular disc in E3, and A and Bd M’ are in relative general position. 
Suppose (Bd A) c Int M3. Suppose f: A; + M3 is a defining map for A. Let Do be 
the component of Ai- f ‘(Bd M’) containing Bd A$ Then the main component bf 
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intersection of A with M3 is f(C1 A,). Note that each boundary curve of the main 
component of intersection of A with M3, other than Bd A, is a loop on Bd M3. 
Now we shall introduce some notation to be used in this and the next two sections. 
Suppose (Y is an index, and i and j are distinct integers, each either 1, 2, 3, or 4. Let 
Tag = T,i v B, u C, U Taj. 
Suppose a! is an index, and i = 1,2,3, or 4. Then Hypothesis lf,i is the following: 
L,i is a polygonal pseudocore of Tai, A, is a polyhedral singular disc in E3 bounded 
by Lzi, A, is a polyhedral singular disc in E3 bounded by Lii, and for j # i, A, and 
A2 are in general position relative to Bd( Taj u B,), Bd( Taj u C,), and Bd Tag. 
Suppose a is an index, i = 1,2,3, or 4, and Hypothesis Hai holds. We shall use 
the following notation. If j # i and r = 1 or 2, then A{ denotes the main component 
of intersection of A, with Tae. 
Suppose (Y is an index, i = 1,2,3, or 4, and Hypothesis f& holds. Then Case A 
holds if and only if there exist integers j and k, each either 1, 2, 3, or 4, such that 
(1) i, j, and k are distinct, 
(2) there is a boundary curve of A’, on Bd Taii that is longitudinal on Bd T,,, and 
(3) there is a boundary curve of A,” on Bd Taik that is longitudinal on Bd Taik. 
Lemma.3. Suppose (Y is an index, i = 1,2,3, or 4, Hypothesis Hai holds, and Case A 
holds. Then A, u A, contains a pseudocore of T,. 
Proof. Let p be the point common to the upper and lower loops of Lai. Let h, be 
a boundary curve of Ai on Bd Tati such that A, is longitudinal on Bd Tae. Let A2 
be a boundary curve of A,” on Bd Taik such that A2 is longitudinal on Bd Taik. 
Let p1 be a polygonal arc in A-‘; joining p to a point of Al. Let p2 be a polygonal 
arc in Ai joining p to a point of AZ. It is easily verified that there is a pseudocore 
of T, lying in A’,uA,k~~~u&, and hence in A,uA*. q 
6. Discs and knotted solid tori 
We need now to consider the case where a is an index, i = 1,2,3, or 4, Hypothesis 
H,, holds, but Case A does not. The main result of this section is a lemma to be 
used in that situation. It is here that we use the fact that the handles of the T’s of 
the construction are knotted. 
We first state a result that follows directly from Theorem 1 of [5]. 
Lemma 4. Suppose T is a polyhedral solid torus in E3, and D is a polyhedral disc in 
E3 such that Bd D c Bd T, (Int D) n (Bd T) = 0, and Bd D + 0 on Bd T. Then 
(1) if D c T, D is meridional in T and 
(2) if (Int D) n T = 0, T is unknotted. 
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Lemma 5. Suppose a is an n index, i fj, and no boundary curve of either A< or A{ is 
longitudinal on Bd TaV. If A’, n Ain Taj = 0, then there exist 
(1) an element g of G in Tu, such that g intersects both A’, and 41, and 
(2) an arc B (possibly singular) in A{ LJ A’, such that g u B contains a nontrivial 
loop in Tallj-. 
Proof. Suppose that no element g of G in To, intersects both A{ and A’;. Let GT 
denote the union of all nondegenerate elements of G in Tmj intersecting A’, and let 
Gz denote the union of all nondegenerate elements of G in Taj intersecting A{. 
Since A’, n A$ n Taj = 0, then GT u (A’, u Taj) and Gz u (A’, n Taj) are disjoint com- 
pact sets. Thus there exist disjoint saturated open sets U, containing Gf u (A’, n Taj) 
and U, containing GT u (A: n Taj). 
Let Tij = Tej u B, and let T’, = Tu, u C,. Suppose r = 1 or 2. Let N, be a thin 
polyhedral collar of Bd TLj in TLj disjoint from the union of all the nondegenerate 
elements of G in Taj. We may assume that for some PL embedding h, : (Bd TLj) x 
[0, l]+ TLj, N, = h,((Bd TLj) x [0, l]), and that for t = 1 or 2, A, n N, = 
h,([h;‘(A, n Bd TLj)] x [0, I]). Thus if t = 1 or 2, A, n N, lies in the union of the 
product fibers in N, over the curves of intersection of A, with Bd TLj. 
Fig. 5. 
We may assume that N, n Nz is a (closed) neighborhood of the annulus common 
to Bd TLj and Bd Tij. See Fig. 5. Let N be a neighborhood of N, u N2 intersecting 
no nondegenerate element of G in Taj. 
The major part of the proof of Lemma 5 consists of showing that there exist 
disjoint polyhedral discs 0, and E, in E3 such that Bd 0, links the upper handle 
of Taj, Bd E, links the lower handle of T,i, 0, c U, u N, and E, c U, u N. We 
shall break the proof of this assertion into three steps. 
Step 1. First consider A’,. No boundary curve of A< other than Bd A, is longitudinal 
on Bd Talj-. We can construct a singular disc as follows. Suppose y is a boundary 
curve of A{ other than Bd A,. 
(1) If r-0 on Bd T+, then y bounds a singular disc on Bd TaV. We fill in y 
with such a singular disc and adjust slightly to eliminate y as a curve of intersection. 
We assume that the resulting adjusted singular disc lies in N. 
(2) If y + 0 on Bd T,,, then y is meridional on Bd Teq. Let 0 be a disc in TuV 
as shown in Fig. 6; 0 is meridional in Tmii. We fill in y using a singular disc lying 
in (Bd TeV) u LI. We then adjust to remove y as a curve of intersection. 
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Fig. 6. 
By using these procedures, we may construct a singular disc A; with Bd Ai = Bd A, 
and A{ c A’, except near (Bd T,,) u a. In a similar manner, we may construct a 
singular disc Ai with Bd A; = Bd A2 and A;c A’, except near (Bd T,,) u 0. Note 
that A ; n A: lies near (Bd T,,) u 0. 
Step 2. Tkj is a solid torus, and Bd A; links TLj. Let fi : Ai + A; be a defining map 
for A:. There is a component pi offi’(Bd TLj) such that f,(p,)+O on Bd Tij but 
if p is a component off;‘(Bd Tij) lying inside p, on Ai, thenf,(p) -0 on Bd TLj. 
(If for each component p of fi’(Bd TLj), fi(p) - 0 on Bd TLj, then, by filling in 
certain fi(p)‘s on Bd TLj, we could construct a singular disc bounded by Bd Ai 
and, after a slight adjustment, disjoint from TLj. Since Bd A; links TLj, this is 
impossible.) Let d^, be the disc on AZ bounded by pi, and let A; be f,(i,). Then 
Bd A: c Bd Tij, Bd A ;’ + 0 on Bd Tkj, but each curve of intersection of Int A :’ with 
Bd TL, is trivial on Bd Tkj. 
Let Ey be the component of A, -f;‘(Bd TLj) whose closure contains pi, and let 
2, =f,(Zy). Let yi =f,(p,). Then I1 is a singular punctured disc with y1 as one 
boundary curve, and having each boundary curve on Bd TLj. 
Since each boundary curve of E1 other than y, lies on Bd Tij and is trivial there, 
we may fill in such curves with singular discs on Bd Tkj and then adjust slightly to 
the side of Bd Tt, from which X;, abuts. This yields a singular disc 0: with Bd 0: = y1 
and Int 0: disjoint from Bd TLj. By the Loop Theorem [9, lo], there is a polyhedral 
disc D, such that Bd D, c Bd TLj, Bd D, + 0 on Bd TLj, and D, lies in the union 
of 0: and a neighborhood of the singularities of 0:. 
It follows that D, c Tkj. Since Bd D, c Bd TLj and Bd D, 7~ 0 on Bd Tij, and TLj 
is a knotted solid torus, then by Lemma 4, D, c Tij. 
Since D, c Tkj, it follows that 2, c TLj. Thus 2, does not intersect 0, and it 
follows that 2, = A{ u Nl. Thus by the construction, we have that 0; = A’, u N1. 
We may assume D, constructed so that D, = A{ u U, u Nl. 
By the proof of the Loop Theorem, and the fact that A, n Nl is a union of product 
fibers of Ni, we may assume that the component of D, n N, containing Bd D, is 
an annulus A, which is a union of product fibers of N,. 
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By a similar construction, we may obtain a polyhedral disc DZ such that D, c Tt,, 
Bd D2 c Bd T& D2 c A’, u U, u N,, and the component of D2 n N2 containing 
Bd D, is an annulus A2 which is a union of product fibers of NZ. 
Since A{ u U, and A: u U, are disjoint, it follows that D, n D2c N, n N,, and 
in fact, D, n D2 c Int( N, n N2). We may assume that for r = 1 or r = 2, each com- 
ponent of A, n (N, n N2) is a disc. 
Step 3. If r = 1 or 2, let D,, be Cl[ D, -(A, n N, n N2)]; fir is a disc. Let Q be the 
3-cell Cl[( Taj u B, u C,) -(N, n N2)]. Note that N is a neighborhood of Bd Q. 6, 
and & are polyhedral discs whose boundaries lie in Q such that D,, n G2 n Q = 8. 
It follows by Lemma 6 that there exist two disjoint polyhedral discs DT and Df in 
E3 such that for r=l or 2, BdDT=BdD,, DTnQcs,nQ, and D,cQu 
(N, n NJ. By pushing the boundaries of Dr and 0: outward through N, n N2 
along A, and A,, respectively (and pushing parts of Df and Dz out of the way if 
necessary), and adjusting slightly elsewhere, we may obtain disjoint polyhedral discs 
D, (from DT) and E, (from 0;) such that 
(1) (Bd D,) n TLj = 0, and Bd D, links TLj, 
(2) (Bd E,) n Tt, = 0, and Bd E, links TZql, 
(3) D, c U, u N, and 
(4) E,c Uzu N. 
(Recall that A, n (N, n NJ c U, and A2 n (N, n N,) c U, .) This concludes the 
major part of the proof of Lemma 5. 
To conclude the proof, we note that by Lemma 1, there is an element g of G in 
Taj such that g, intersects both D, and E,. Since D, c U, u N, E, c U, u N, and 
N n g, = 0, it follows that g, intersects U, and U,. Since U, and U, are saturated, 
g;a c U, n U,. But by construction, U, n U, = 0. This is contradictory, and hence 
some element g of G in Tm, intersects both A{ and A$. 
Let fabii be the universal covering space of Tmlj with projection map n : Fanii + Tms. 
We think of faij as a horizontal cylinder in 3-space; see Fig. 7. Let ?“,, and ?t, be 
consecutive copies of Tai in ?‘,-, let ?z, be the copy of To, between ?ti and ?ti, 
as indicated in Fig. 7. 
Recall that Lmi is a pseudocore of T,, with upper loop Li, and lower loop Lii. 
We let p be the point common to Lz, and Lii. Let iii be the copy of Lzi in ?ii 
and p, the copy of p on iz,. Since no boundary curve of A’, on Bd Taii is longitudinal, 
A{ lifts to tr,-. Let i{ be the copy of A{ in TO,, having iz, as a boundary curve. 
Fig. 7. 
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Let L,i be the COPY of L,i in ?ki and p2 the copy of p on iii. Let a”i, be the copy 
of 4’2 in Tati having iii as a boundary curve. See Fig. 7. Let g’ be the lifted copy 
of g in fij. Then g intersects d: and 2’;. Let x be a point of g n d”‘, and let y be a 
point of g’n a’j,. 
Let p, be an arc (possibly singular) in & from p1 to x, and let pz be an arc 
(possibly singular) in 4”; from p2 to y. Then if p = r(pi u &), p is a (possibly 
singular) arc in Tuu such that /I u g contains a nontrivial loop in TaV based at p. 
This concludes the proof of Lemma 5. q 
Lemma 6. Suppose Q is a polyhedral 3-cell in E’, D, and D2 are polyhedral discs in 
E’ such that Bd D, c Q, Bd D, c Q, and D, n D, n Q = 0. Suppose N is a neighbor- 
hood of Bd Q. Then there exist disjoint polyhedral discs E, and E2 in E’ such that if 
r=l or2,BdE,=BdD,, E,nQcD,nQ,andD,cQuN. 
7. Proof of Lemma 2 
Let a be the index i,i2 . . . i,_, and let i = i,. By the hypothesis of Lemma 2, there 
is a pseudocore Lmi of T,i lying in U. Let Lzi and Lii be the upper and lower loops, 
respectively, of LOi. Since U is simply connected, Lzi bounds a polyhedral singular 
disc A, in U, and Lii bounds a polyhedral singular disc A, in U. We may assume 
that if t # i, A, and A2 are in general position relative to Bd( T,, u B,), Bd( T,, u C,), 
and Bd( Tail). Thus Hypothesis H,i holds. 
First, suppose that Case A holds. By Lemma 3, AI u AZ contains a pseudocore 
of T,. Since AI u A2c U, then U contains a pseudocore of T,. 
Suppose that Case A fails. It follows then that there exist distinct indexes j and 
k, both distinct from i, such that if r = 1 or 2, 
(1) no boundary curve of A( on Bd TOG is longitudinal on Bd Tmii and 
(2) no boundary curve of A: on Bd Taik is longitudinal on Bd Toik. 
We consider four cases. 
easel. A{nA’,nT,,=OandA:uA,knT,k=ej. 
By Lemma 5, there is an element gj of G in Taj and an arc pj (possibly singular) 
in A{ u Ai, such that 
(1) gj intersects both A{ and A& and 
(2) gj u /3, contains a nontrivial loop Aj in T& with Aj based at the point p common 
to Lf and Lii. 
Since gj intersects A{, A: c U and U is saturated, then gj c U. Since A, u A2 c U 
and /3, c A, u AZ, then pj c U.‘Thus Aj c U. 
Similary, there exists a loop hk in Taik based at p, nontrivial in Taik, and lying in 
U. Then Aj u Ak is a pseudocore of T, in U. 
Case2. A{nA’,nT,j=O butA:nA,knT,k#@ 
As in Case 1 above, there exists a loop Aj in Tmii based at the point p common 
to Lzi and Lzi, nontrivial in T,,, and lying in U. since A: n Ai n Tak f 0, there is 
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a loop Ak in A: u At, based at p, and nontrivial in Taik. To see this, we may use 
the universal covering space of Taik. Since A, u A2 c U, then hk c U. Thus Aj u hk 
is a pseudocore of T, in U. 
The remaining two cases may be handled by arguments similar to those of Cases 
1 and 2. This concludes the proof of Lemma 2. 
8. The main result 
Theorem. If X is a knotted dogbone space, then X is not strongly locally simply 
connected. 
Proof. Suppose X is a knotted dogbone space. Then for some cellular decomposition 
G of E’ as described in Section 2, X = E3/ G. We assume the notation of Section 
2. Let cp : E3 + X be the projection map. 
We shall prove that if g is any nondegenerate element of G, and p is the point 
cp(g) of X, then X is not strongly locally simply connected at p. 
Let g be a nondegenerate element of G. Let i, , i2, i,, . . . be the sequence of 
indices such that g =ny!“=, Tii,,,...i,. Let V= cp(Int TO). Since Int TO is open and 
saturated, V is open in X. Clearly p E V. 
We shall prove that there is no simply connected open set W in X such that 
p E W and WC V. Suppose there is such a simply connected open set W. Then by 
[3], cp-‘( W) is simply connected. Let U = cp-‘( W). Then g= U and U c Int TO. 
For some n, T, ,.._ i. c U. Thus there is a pseudocore of T, ,... i, in U. By induction 
and Lemma 2, there is a pseudocore L, of TO in U. 
Suppose A is the upper loop of L. Then A is nontrivial in TO. But A c U, U c Int TO, 
and, since U is simply connected, A - 0 in U. Thus A - 0 in T,, . This is a contradiction, 
and thus there is no simply connected open set W in X such that p E W and W c V. 
It follows that X is not strongly locally simply connected at p. This establishes 
the Theorem. Cl 
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